
The BC Government recently announced that it would
contribute some $120 million to assist the oil and gas industry
in constructing roads and other infrastructure to serve drilling
activity in BC’s northeast. Rather than actually paying the
money to the corporations, the funds would be transferred in
the form of credits against future royalties.

So the government is paying the money to the companies on
condition that the companies lend the money to the
government until the wells they are drilling are actually
producing.

This is described in a government press release as follows:
‘BC does not provide the funds for the projects—instead, oil and
gas companies finance them and recover their investments by
foregoing resource royalty payments to the government until
they are fully paid back.’

Foregoing, eh! Shouldn’t this read ‘withholding resource
royalty payments until the companies are fully paid out’?

We don’t know what happens if the wells don’t produce, or
the oil or gas can’t be sold. And it’s a remarkably low royalty
rate anyway—2% on gas in the first year of production. Heaven
knows how long it will take to pay for the roads at this rate. 0
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